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Abstract
The risk analysis of critical infrastructures such as the electric power supply or telecommunications is complicated by the fact that such infrastructures are mutually dependent. We propose a modular approach to the modelling and analysis of risk scenarios
with mutual dependencies.

Our approach may be used to deduce the risk-level of an

overall system from previous risk analyses of its constituent systems.

It may also be

used to decompose the analysis of a complex system into separate parts that can be
carried out independently. A custom made assumption-guarantee style is put forward as
a means to describe risk scenarios with external dependencies. We also dene a set of
deduction rules facilitating various kinds of reasoning, including the analysis of mutual
dependencies between risk scenarios expressed in the assumption-guarantee style. The
assumption-guarantee style is built on top of the CORAS risk modelling language.
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1. Introduction
Mutual dependencies in the power supply have been apparent in blackouts in Europe
and North America during the early two thousands, such as the blackout in Italy in
September 2003 that aected most of the Italian population [37] and in North America
the same year that aected several other infrastructures such as water supply, transportation and communication [28]. These and similar incidents have lead to increased focus on
the protection of critical infrastructures. The Integrated Risk Reduction of Informationbased Infrastructure Systems (IRRIIS) project [11], identied lack of appropriate risk
analysis models as one of the key challenges in protecting critical infrastructures. There
is a clear need for improved understanding of the impact of mutual dependencies on the
overall risk level of critical infrastructures.

When systems are mutually dependent, a

threat towards one of them may realise threats towards all the others [33, 32]. One example, from the Nordic power sector, is the situation with reduced hydro power capacity
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in southern Norway and full hydro power capacity in Sweden [8]. In this situation the
export to Norway from Sweden is high, which is a potential threat towards the Swedish
power production causing instability in the network. If the network is already unstable,
minor faults in the Swedish north/south corridor can lead to cascading outages collapsing the network in both southern Sweden and Norway. Hence, the threat originating in
southern Norway contributes to an incident in southern Sweden, which again leads to
an incident in Norway. Due to the potential for cascading eects of incidents aecting
critical infrastructures, Rinaldi et al. [33] argue that mutually dependent infrastructures
must be considered in a holistic manner. Within risk analysis, however, it is often not
feasible to analyse all possible systems that aect the target of analysis at once; hence,
we need a modular approach. Assumption-guarantee reasoning has been suggested as a
means to facilitate modular system development [20, 27, 2]. In this paper we try to use
the same idea to achieve modularity in risk analysis.
We present an assumption-guarantee style for the specication of risk scenarios with
respect to context assumptions. Our approach is built on top of the CORAS risk modelling language [7]. The CORAS language has a formal syntax and a structured semantics.
Moreover, the applicability of the language has been thoroughly evaluated in a series of
industrial case studies, and by empirical investigations documented by Hogganvik and
Stølen [14, 15, 16].
We also present a set of deduction rules for risk scenarios written in the assumptionguarantee style. The rules characterise conditions under which

•

the analysis of complex scenarios can be decomposed into separate parts that can
be carried out independently;

•

the dependencies between scenarios can be resolved distinguishing bad dependencies (i.e., circular dependencies) from good dependencies (i.e., non-circular dependencies);

•

risk models capturing the results of analysing parts can be put together to provide
a risk model for the whole.

1.1. Contribution
The approach presented in this paper consolidates and extends previous work by
Brændeland et al. [4]. The contributions of this paper are:

•
•

Consolidated syntax and semantics for the assumption-guarantee risk paradigm.
Consolidated and extended set of deduction rules to reason about mutual dependencies and composition of risk scenarios.

•
•

Set of deduction rules for combining risk scenarios into overall risk scenarios.
Exemplication of the proposed approach on risk scenarios from a realistic casestudy of mutually dependent critical infrastructures.
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1.2. Analysing risk scenarios with mutual dependencies
In order to demonstrate the applicability of our approach, we present a case-study
involving the power systems in the southern parts of Sweden and Norway. Due to the
strong mutual dependency between these systems, the eects of threats to either system
can be quite complex. We focus on the analysis of blackout scenarios. The scenarios are
inspired by the SINTEF study

Vulnerability of the Nordic Power System

[8]. However,

the presented results with regard to probability and consequences of events are ctitious.

1.3. Structure of the paper
In Section 2 we introduce the graphical CORAS language in an example-driven manner focusing on the power supply in southern Sweden. In Section 3 we present a corresponding textual syntax for the graphical language. In Section 4 we dene the structured
semantics that is used to extract the meaning of a CORAS diagram. In Section 5 we
provide a set of deduction rules to reason about CORAS diagrams. We refer to this as
the CORAS calculus. In Section 6 we introduce dependent CORAS which is basically
the CORAS language extended with an assumption-guarantee paradigm. We illustrate
how dependent CORAS diagrams may be used to model mutual dependencies between
the power systems in the southern parts of Sweden and Norway. Furthermore, we extend
the CORAS calculus to facilitate reasoning about mutual dependency and demonstrate
its usefulness on the already developed models.

In Section 7 we extend the CORAS

calculus with rules for compacting diagrams and show how they can be used to improve
the presentational aspects of a CORAS diagram. In Section 8 we discuss related work.
Finally, in Section 9 we present our conclusions and outline plans for future research.

2. Example-driven introduction of the CORAS language
The CORAS language has been designed to document, facilitate analysis, and communicate risk relevant information throughout the various phases of a risk analysis process.
The language is graphical and distinguishes between ve kinds of diagrams that are applied during the seven steps of a CORAS risk analysis: (1) introduction, (2) high level
analysis, (3) approval, (4) risk identication (5) risk estimation (6) risk evaluation and
(7) treatment. See den Braber et al. [7] for details on each step. To facilitate communication between participants of diverse backgrounds, the language employs simple icons
and relations that are easy to read.

In particular, the CORAS language is meant to

be used during brainstorming sessions where discussions are documented along the way.
The CORAS language was developed with particular focus on security risk analysis.
In this paper, we focus on CORAS threat diagrams (referred to as CORAS diagrams
in the following), which are used during the risk identication and estimation phases
of risk analysis. However, the presented approach to capture and analyse dependency
carries over to the full CORAS language. Syntax and semantics of the full language is
available as a technical report [6].

2.1. Modelling threats towards the Swedish power system
In this section we illustrate how threat diagrams are used during the risk identication
and estimation phases, through an example involving threats to the power system in
3

southern Sweden. In Section 6 this basic approach to threat modelling is generalised to
capture external dependencies.
Threat diagrams describe how dierent threats exploit vulnerabilities to initiate
threat scenarios and unwanted incidents, and which assets the unwanted incidents affect. The basic building blocks of threat diagrams are: threats (deliberate, accidental
and non-human), vulnerabilities, threat scenarios, unwanted incidents and assets. Figure 1 presents the icons representing the basic building blocks. We often refer to these
building blocks (with the exception of vulnerability) as vertices.

Threat
(deliberate)

Threat
(accidental)

Threat
(non-human)

Vulnerability

Unwanted
incident
[likelihood]

Threat scenario
[likelihood]

Asset

Figure 1: Basic building blocks of CORAS threat diagram
Figure 2 shows a threat diagram documenting possible threat scenarios leading to the
unwanted incidents `Blackout in southern Sweden' and `Minor area blackout'. The target

Outage of two or more
0.07
transmission lines in the
Interface north/south corridor Failed load
shedding
bottleneck

[1:1year]
Operator
mistake

Grid overload in
Blackout in
Sweden causes
southern Sweden
multiple outages
Failed area [1:20years]
[1:10years]
protection
critical
0.1

[1:20years]

moderate

Reduced nuclear
availability

Sabotage at
nuclear plant

1.0
0.2

Lack of rain
in Sweden

Low hydro
availability in Sweden
[1:5years]

1.0

Capacity
shortage
[1:4years]

0.4

Unstable
network
[1:10years]

Power
production
in Sweden

Minor area
blackout
[1:10years]

Figure 2: Threat scenarios leading to blackout in southern Sweden
of analysis in the example is limited to the power system in southern Sweden. We restrict
ourselves to the potential risk of blackouts. A blackout is an unplanned and uncontrolled
outage of a major part of the power system, leaving a large number of consumers without
electricity [8].
When drawing a threat diagram, we start by placing the assets to the far right, and
potential threats to the far left. The identied asset in the example is `Power production
4

in Sweden'. The construction of the diagram is an iterative process. We may add more
threats later in the analysis. When the threat diagrams are drawn, the assets of relevance
have already been identied and documented in an asset diagram, which for simplicity
is left out here.
Next we place unwanted incidents to the left of the assets.

In this case we have

two unwanted incidents: `Blackout in southern Sweden' and `Minor area blackout'. The
unwanted incidents represent events which have a negative impact on one or more of
the identied assets. This impact relation is represented by drawing an arrow from the
unwanted incident to the relevant asset.
The next step consists in determining the dierent ways a threat may initiate an
unwanted incident. We do this by placing threat scenarios, each describing a series of
events, between the threats and unwanted incidents and connecting them all with initiate
relations and leads-to relations. An initiate relation originates in a threat and terminates
in a threat scenario or an unwanted incident. A leads-to relation originates in a threat
scenario or an unwanted incident and terminates in a threat scenario or an unwanted
incident.
According to Doorman et al. [8] the most severe blackout scenarios aecting southern
parts of Sweden are related to the main corridor of power transfer from mid Sweden
to south Sweden.

This is described by the threat scenario `Outage of two or more

transmission lines in the north/south corridor'.
In the example we have identied three threats: the accidental human threat `Operator mistake', the deliberate human threat `Sabotage at nuclear plant' and the non-human
threat `Lack of rain in Sweden'. In the case where a vulnerability is exploited when passing from one vertex to another, the vulnerability is positioned on the arrow representing
the relation between them. For example the accidental human threat `Operator mistake'
exploits the vulnerability `Interface bottleneck' to initiate the threat scenario `Outage of
two or more transmission lines in the north/south corridor'. This vulnerability refers to
the fact that the corridor is a critical interconnection to the southern part of Sweden.
The threat diagram shows that the threat scenario `Outage of two or more transmission lines in the north/south corridor' at best will lead only to the moderate unwanted
incident `Minor area blackout'. However, in combination with an already loaded transmission corridor, this threat scenario can exploit the vulnerability `Failed load shedding'
and cause the threat scenario `Grid overload in Sweden causes multiple outages'. The
vulnerability `Failed load shedding' refers to the possible lack of sucient countermeasures. The threat scenario `Grid overload in Sweden causes multiple outages' can exploit
the vulnerability `Failed area protection' and cause the incident `Blackout in southern
Sweden'. Another scenario that can lead to `Minor area blackout' is `Unstable network'
due to the threat scenario `Capacity shortage'.

2.2. Annotating the diagram with likelihood and consequence values
In the risk estimation phase the CORAS diagrams are annotated with likelihoods
(e.g. frequencies or probabilities) and consequence values.

In most cases estimates of

these values depend on input in the form of historical data or expert judgements.
many practical situations, it is dicult to nd exact values.

In

In such cases it can be

useful to operate with intervals. Although the CORAS calculus as presented in Section 5
do not take intervals into consideration, it may still be used to reason about intervals
5

since an interval may be understood as a set of exact values.

In the same way as we

use the calculus to check the consistency of dierent estimates specied as exact values
we may also use the calculus to check the consistency of dierent estimates specied as
intervals.
Both threat scenarios, unwanted incidents, initiate relations and leads-to relations
may be annotated with likelihoods.

Likelihoods on initiate relations, threat scenarios

and unwanted incidents are most commonly given as frequencies, while likelihoods on
leads-to relations are typically given as probabilities.
In Figure 2 we have assigned the frequency value once every year ([1

: 1year])

to the

relation initiating the threat scenario `Outage of two or more transmission lines in the
north/south corridor' and probability

0.07

to the leads-to relation from this scenario to

the threat scenario `Grid overload in Sweden causes multiple outages'.
In Figure 2, we have also assigned a consequence value to each impact relation. In
this example we use the following consequence scale: minor, moderate, major, critical
and catastrophic. In a risk analysis such qualitative values are often mapped to concrete
events.

A minor consequence can for example correspond to a blackout aecting few

people for a short duration, while a catastrophic consequence can be a blackout aecting
more than a million people for several days.
In Figure 2 we have assigned the consequence value `critical' to the impact relation
from the unwanted incident `Blackout in southern Sweden' to the asset `Power production
in Sweden' and the consequence value `moderate' to the impact relation from the incident
`Minor area blackout'.

3. The textual syntax of CORAS diagrams
The graphical syntax of the CORAS language has been carefully designed to maximise
the usability of the language.

Although helpful in practical modelling situations, the

graphical syntax is rather cumbersome to work with when dening the semantics and
rules for the CORAS language.
syntax.

1

follows:

For this purpose we also provide an abstract textual

The abstract textual syntax for CORAS diagrams is dened in EBNF [19] as
2

diagram = {{vertex }− , {relation }};
vertex = threat | threat scenario | unwanted incident | asset ;
relation = initiate | leads-to | impact ;
[vulnerability

set ][likelihood ]

initiate = threat −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ threat scenario |
[vulnerability

set ][likelihood ]

threat −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ unwanted incident ;
1 Strictly speaking, we dene here the textual syntax of CORAS threat diagrams only. See [6] for the
textual syntax for the full language.
2 Note that we lose information when we represent vertices and relations of a diagram by a single set.
To avoid this we could have used a separate set for each of the six types of vertices. In that case whether
a relation is an initiate, leads-to or impact relation is uniquely determined by the type of its argument
vertices. However, to avoid introducing a more complicated notation that brings no real benet, we
choose the simpler notation and use syntactic variables when we need to distinguish types of vertices
(see Table 1 on page 9.)
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[vulnerability

set ][likelihood ]

leads-to = threat scenario −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ threat scenario |
[vulnerability

set ][likelihood ]

threat scenario −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ unwanted incident |
[vulnerability

set ][likelihood ]

[vulnerability

set ][likelihood ]

unwanted incident −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ threat scenario |
unwanted incident −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ unwanted incident ;
[consequence ]

impact = unwanted incident −−−−−−−−→ asset |
threat scenario −
→ asset ;
threat = deliberate threat | accidental threat | non-human threat ;
deliberate threat = identier ;
accidental threat = identier ;
non-human threat = identier ;
vulnerability set = {vulnerability }− ;
vulnerability = identier ;
threat scenario = identier [(likelihood )] ;
unwanted incident = identier [(likelihood )] ;
asset = identier ;
likelihood = linguistic term | numerical value ;
consequence = linguistic term | numerical value ;
A CORAS diagram, as formalised in the EBNF above, consists of a nite non-empty
set of vertices and a nite set of relations between them.

The vertices correspond to

the threats, threat scenarios, unwanted incidents and assets. The relations are of three
kinds: initiate, leads-to and impact.

4. The structured semantics of CORAS diagrams
The semantics of the CORAS language is dened by a formal translation of any
CORAS diagram into a paragraph in English. By structured in this context we mean
that any CORAS diagram may be schematically translated (e.g. by a computer) element
for element. The resulting paragraph in English should be understandable also for nontechnical people. We obviously also see the value of a more mathematical semantics, but
this is an issue of further work.
The semantics of a CORAS diagram is dened in terms of two steps:
1. The translation of the diagram into its textual syntax.
2. The translation of its textual syntax into its meaning as a paragraph in English.
The semantics enables the user of CORAS to extract the meaning of an arbitrary CORAS
diagram by applying rst (1), then (2). In both steps, a diagram is translated vertex by
vertex and relation by relation.
7

For simplicity we introduce a number of syntactic variables. As indicated by Table 1,
we use

a

(possibly with decorations, e.g. subscripts) to range over assets,

dt

(possibly

with decorations) to range over deliberate threats, etc.

Syntactic category

Variable

Syntactic category

a
dt
at
nht
ts
ui
v
r

asset
deliberate threat
accidental threat
non-human threat
threat scenario
unwanted incident
vertex
relation

Variable
V
l
cl
c
v1 −
→ v2

vulnerability set
likelihood
conditional likelihood
consequence
relation between

v1

and

v2

Table 1: Naming conventions

4.1. Translation from the graphical into the textual syntax
To translate a vertex from the graphical to the textual syntax, the icon is simply
replaced by its label, possibly decorated by a frequency.

Relations are represented as

arrows from one label to another. Take for example the diagram in Figure 3. Replacing

dt

ts
[l1]

v

ui
[l2]

l3

c
a

Figure 3: Example CORAS diagram
the icons for the deliberate threat, vulnerability, threat scenario, unwanted incident and
asset with their labels gives us
are

dt, v, ts(l1 ), ui(l2 )
v

l

and

a.

The translation of the relations

c

3
→
ui, ui −
→a
dt −
→ ts, ts −

Hence, the textual representation of the diagram in Figure 3 is

v

l

c

3
→
ui, ui −
→ a}
{dt, ts(l1 ), ui(l2 ), a, dt −
→ ts, ts −

4.2. Translation from the textual syntax into English
In the second step of the structured semantics we apply the semantic function

[[ _ ]]

to the textual expressions resulting from the rst step, obtaining a sentence in English
for each expression. We start by dening the semantic function for the vertices, and then
move on to the three kinds of relations and nally, the various annotations.
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Complete threat diagram
[[ {v1 , . . . , vn , r1 , . . . , rm } ]] := [[ v1 ]] . . . [[ vn ]][[ r1 ]] . . . [[ rm ]]

Vertices
[[ dt ]] := dt
[[ at ]] := at

is a deliberate threat.
is an accidental threat.

[[ nht ]] := nht
[[ a ]] := a is

is a non-human threat.
an asset.

ts
Threat scenario ts

[[ ts ]] :=
[[ ts(l ) ]] :=

Threat scenario

[[ ui ]] :=
[[ ui(l ) ]] :=

Unwanted incident

occurs with undened likelihood.
occurs with

ui
Unwanted incident ui

[[ l ]].

occurs with undened likelihood.
occurs with

[[ l ]].

Initiate relation
[[ v1 −
→ v2 ]] := v1
l

→ v2 ]] := v1
[[ v1 −
V

→ v2 ]] := v1
[[ v1 −
V l

[[ v1 −−→ v2 ]] := v1

initiates

v2

with undened likelihood.

initiates

v2

with

exploits

[[ V ]]

to initiate

v2

with undened likelihood.

exploits

[[ V ]]

to initiate

v2

with

[[ l ]].

[[ l ]].

Leads-to relation
[[ v1 −
→ v2 ]] := v1
l

→ v2 ]] := v1
[[ v1 −
V

[[ v1 −→ v2 ]] := v1
V l

[[ v1 −−→ v2 ]] := v1

leads to

v2

with undened conditional likelihood.

leads to

v2

with

leads to

v2

with undened conditional likelihood, due to

leads to

v2

with

[[ cl ]].

[[ cl ]],

due to

[[ V ]].

Impact relation
[[ v1 −
→ v2 ]] := v1
c

→ v2 ]] := v1
[[ v1 −

impacts

v2 .

impacts

v2

with

[[ c ]].

Annotations
[[ V ]] :=

vulnerabilities

[[ l ]] :=
[[ cl ]] :=

likelihood

[[ c ]] :=

V

l

conditional likelihood
consequence
9

c

cl

[[ V ]].

4.3. Example translation
We use the CORAS diagram in Figure 2 to illustrate the translation of a diagram
using the structured semantics There are 12 vertices: three threats, six threat scenarios,
two unwanted incidents and one asset.

Translating all the vertices starting with the

uppermost `path' through the diagram gives us:
1. `Operator mistake' is an accidental threat.
2. Threat scenario `Outage of two or more transmission lines in the north/south corridor' occurs with undened likelihood.
3. Threat scenario `Grid overload in Sweden causes multiple outages' occurs with
likelihood `1:10 years'.
4. Unwanted incident `Blackout in southern Sweden' occurs with likelihood `1:20
years'.
5. `Power production in Sweden' is an asset.
6. `Sabotage at nuclear plant' is a deliberate threat.
7. Threat scenario `Reduced nuclear availability' occurs with undened likelihood.
8. `Lack of rain in Sweden' is a non-human threat.
9. Threat scenario `Low hydro availability in Sweden' occurs with likelihood `1:5
years'.
10. Threat scenario `Capacity shortage' occurs with likelihood `1:4 years'.
11. Threat scenario `Unstable network' occurs with likelihood `1:10 years'.
12. Unwanted incident `Minor area blackout' occurs with likelihood `1:10 years'.
The diagram in Figure 2 contains 12 relations:

three initiate relations of which one

is annotated with a vulnerability, seven leads-to relations of which six are annotated
with probabilities and two are annotated with vulnerabilities, and two impact relations
annotated with consequences. Translating all the relations starting with the uppermost
`path' gives us:
1. `Operator mistake' exploits vulnerability `Interface bottleneck' to initiate `Outage
of two or more transmission lines in the north/south corridor' with likelihood `1:1
year'.
2. `Outage of two or more transmission lines in the north/south corridor' leads to `Grid
overload in Sweden causes multiple outages' with conditional likelihood `0.07', due
to vulnerability `Failed load shedding'.
3. `Outage of two or more transmission lines in the north/south corridor' leads to
`Minor area blackout' with conditional likelihood `0.1'.
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4. `Grid overload in Sweden causes multiple outages' leads to `Blackout in southern
Sweden' with undened conditional likelihood, due to vulnerability `Failed area
protection'.
5. `Blackout in southern Sweden' impacts `Power production in Sweden' with consequence `critical'.
6. `Sabotage at nuclear plant' initiates `Reduced nuclear availability' with likelihood
`1:20 years'.
7. `Reduced nuclear availability' leads to `Capacity shortage' with conditional likelihood `1.0'.
8. `Lack of rain in Sweden' initiates `Low hydro availability in Sweden' with undened
likelihood.
9. `Low hydro availability in Sweden' leads to `Capacity shortage' with conditional
likelihood `1.0'.
10. `Capacity shortage' leads to `Unstable network' with conditional likelihood `0.4'.
11. `Unstable network' leads to `Minor area blackout' with conditional likelihood `0.2'.
12. `Minor area blackout' impacts `Power production in Sweden' with consequence
`moderate'.

5. The CORAS calculus
By requesting the participants in brainstorming sessions to provide likelihood esti3

mates both on threat scenarios, unwanted incidents and relations, the risk analyst
uncover potential inconsistencies.

may

The possibility for recording such inconsistencies is

important from a methodological point of view. It helps identify misunderstandings and
pinpoint aspects of the diagrams that must be considered more carefully.
In order to facilitate reasoning about CORAS diagrams we introduce the CORAS
calculus consisting of some helpful deduction rules. The rules are of the following form.

P1 P2
C1 C2
We refer to

P1 , . . . , Pi

...
...

as the premises and to

Pi
Cj

C1 , . . . , Cj

as the conclusions. The inter-

pretation is as follows: if the premises are valid so are the conclusions.
In general, calculating the likelihood of a vertex

v from the likelihoods of other vertices

and connecting relations may be challenging. In fact, in practise we may often only be
able to deduce upper or lower bounds, and in some situations the diagrams have to be
decomposed or even partly redrawn to make likelihood calculations feasible. However, for
the purpose of this paper with its focus on mutual dependency, we need only the basic

3 The person in charge of the risk analysis and the leader of the brainstorming session.
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rules as presented below.

Their validity follow straightforwardly from the structured

semantics of CORAS diagrams and elementary probability theory.
The initiate rule captures the semantics of the initiate relation.
reaching the vertex

v

from the threat

initiate relation. The new vertex

vut

t

The likelihood of

is equal to the probability of the connecting

may be seen as a decomposition of the vertex

namely the `subset of the scenarios/incidents

v

caused by the threat

v,

t'4 .

Rule 1 (Initiate). If the vertices t and v are related by initiate, we have:
l

t−
→v
(t u v)(l)
The leads-to rule formalises the conditional probability semantics embedded in the leadsto relation.

In elementary statistics the rule corresponds to the multiplication law of

probability.

The likelihood of the intersection

multiplied by the conditional likelihood of
vertex

v1 u v2

v2

v1 u v2

is equal to the likelihood of

given the likelihood of

may be seen as a decomposition of the vertex

v1 .

v1

Again, the new

v2 .

Rule 2 (Leads-to). If the vertices v1 and v2 are related by leads-to, we have:
cl

→ v2
v1 (f ) v1 −
(v1 u v2 )(f · cl)
If two vertices are mutually exclusive the likelihood of their union is equal to the sum of
their individual likelihoods.

Rule 3 (Mutually exclusive vertices). If the vertices v1 and v2 are mutually exclu-

sive, we have:

v1 (f1 ) v2 (f2 )
(v1 t v2 )(f1 + f2 )

Finally, if two vertices are statistically independent the likelihood of their union is equal
to the sum of their individual likelihoods minus the likelihood of their intersection.

Rule 4 (Independent vertices). If the vertices

dent, we have:

v1 and v2 are statistically indepen-

v1 (f1 ) v2 (f2 )
(v1 t v2 )(f1 + f2 − f1 · f2 )

Consider once more the diagram in Figure 2. The frequency of the threat scenario `Grid
overload in Sweden causes multiple outages' has been estimated to `1:10 years'. To check
this estimate we may rst use Rule 1 to establish `1:1 year' as a minimum

5

frequency of

the threat scenario `Outage of two or more transmission lines in the north/south corridor'.

4 We us the u-symbol to signal that this is a kind of intersection.

We do not use the standard
intersection symbol ∩ to avoid confusion when we later use standard set-notation to manipulate diagrams.
5 If we assume that the diagram is complete, i.e. if there are no other threats that may cause this
threat scenario, we may deduce `1:1 year' as the exact frequency, and not just as a minimum frequency.
12

If we then use Rule 2 we get a frequency close to `1:14 years' as an estimated lower bound
for `Grid overload in Sweden causes multiple outages'. From this we may conclude that
either something is wrong or the diagram is not complete. In the latter case there are
other threat scenarios leading to `Grid overload in Sweden causes multiple outages', that
we have not yet identied. In the former case, the diagram needs to be corrected. In this
paper we assume the former case, and in Figure 4 (the dependent version of the diagram
in Figure 2) the probability 0.07 on the leads-to relation from `Outage of two or more
transmission lines in the north/south corridor' has been removed.
Similarly, since it is reasonable to assume that `Sabotage at nuclear plant' and `Low
hydro availability in Sweden' are statistically independent events, we may use Rules 1,
2 and 4 to conclude that the estimated frequency of `1:4 years' in the case of `Capacity
shortage' is consistent with the rest of the diagram.

6. Dependent CORAS
A security risk analysis may target any system, including systems of systems. Even
in a relatively small analysis there is a huge amount of information to process. When the
analysis targets complex systems we need means to decompose the analysis into separate
parts or modules that can be carried out independently. Moreover, it must be possible
to combine the analysis results of these separate parts into a valid risk picture for the
system as a whole. When there is mutual dependency between parts, and we want to
deduce the eect of composition, we need means to distinguish mutual dependency that
is well-founded from mutual dependency that is not (i.e., avoid circular reasoning).
This problem of modularity is not specic to the eld of risk analysis. It is in fact
at the very core of a reductionistic approach to science and life in general. Assumptionguarantee reasoning [20, 27] has been suggested as an approach to facilitate modular
system development.

In the assumption-guarantee approach specications consists of

two parts, an assumption and a guarantee:

•

The assumption species the assumed environment for the specied system.

•

The guarantee species how the system is guaranteed to behave when executed in
an environment that satises the assumption.

Assumption-guarantee specications are useful for specifying systems that interact with
an environment. The idea is that the specication should state explicitly what the system
requires or assumes of its environment. Dependent CORAS that is introduced below is
inspired by the assumption-guarantee approach.
When two risk scenarios are mutually dependent, one scenario is in the context of
the other and vice versa. By stating explicitly which aspects in the context that aect a
scenario we get a means to capture dependency. Dependent CORAS extends the basic
CORAS diagrams with facilities for documenting assumptions about external threats
and incidents of relevance for the threat scenario being analysed. Such extended CORAS
diagrams are in the following referred to as dependent CORAS diagrams.

6.1. Modelling context dependencies
The power sector in southern Sweden can be seen as a sub-system of the Nordic
power sector. The power sectors of Sweden, Denmark, Norway and Finland are mutually
13

dependent.

Hence, the risk of a blackout in southern Sweden can be aected by the

stability of the power sectors in the neighbouring countries. These neighbouring sectors
are not part of the target of analysis as specied previously and therefore not analysed
as such, but we should still take into account that the risk level of the power sector in
southern Sweden depends on the risk levels of the power sectors in the Nordic countries.
We do this by stating explicitly which external threat scenarios and incidents we take
into consideration.
The dependent CORAS diagram in Figure 4 takes into consideration the external
threat scenario `Low hydro availability in
threat scenario `High import in
export area blackout in

Z '.

Z

Z ',

the leads-to relation connecting it to the

from Sweden', as well as the external incident `Minor

The diagram states that high import of Swedish power

to a neighbouring country contributes to the threat scenario `Grid overload in Sweden
causes multiple outages' and that a blackout in the export area of a neighbouring country
contributes to the unwanted incident `Minor area blackout' in southern Sweden. There
may of course be many other threats and incidents of relevance in this setting, but
this diagram makes no further assumptions. We refer to the content of the rectangular
container including the crossing relations and the vertices on the border as the target
scenario, and to the the rest as the context scenario.

Low hydro
availability in Z
[X:5years]

1.0

Blackout in southern Sweden

High import in Z
from Sweden
[X:5years]

0.1

Outage of two or more
transmission lines in the
Interface north/south corridor
Failed load
bottleneck
shedding

[1: 1year]
Operator
mistake

Grid overload in
Blackout in
Sweden causes
southern Sweden
multiple outages
[X+5:50years] Failed area [X+5:100years]
protection
critical

0.1

[1:20years]

moderate

Reduced nuclear
availability

Sabotage at
nuclear plant

1.0
0.2

Lack of rain
in Sweden

Low hydro
availability in Sweden
[1:5years]

1.0

Capacity
shortage
[1:4years]

0.4

Unstable
network
[1:10years]

Minor area
blackout
[Y+4:40years]

Minor export area
blackout in Z
[Y:20years]

Figure 4: Dependent CORAS diagram for the power sector in southern Sweden
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Power
production
in Sweden

In order to facilitate reuse we keep our assumptions about the environment as generic
as possible. By parameterising

6

the name of the oending power sector, we may later

combine the risk analysis results for the Swedish power sector with results from any of
the other Nordic countries. At this point in the analysis we leave open the likelihoods
of the assumed external events. We must therefore also leave open the likelihoods of the
events inside the target that are aected by the external events.

6.2. Textual syntax of dependent CORAS diagrams
In the textual syntax a dependent CORAS diagram is written

C .T
where

C

and

T

are referred to as the context (which may be empty) and target scenarios,

respectively. In the EBNF this is captured as follows:

dependent diagram = context scenario . target scenario ;
context scenario = diagram | empty ;
target scenario = diagram ;
6.3. Structured semantics of dependent CORAS diagrams
The translation from the graphical into the textual syntax is as for ordinary CORAS
diagrams with the exception that the vertices and relations are split between the target
and context scenarios. Any vertex or relation that is completely inside the rectangular
container belongs to the target scenario; any that is completely outside belongs to the
context scenario; the relations that cross the rectangular container (e.g.
the relation from `Minor export area blackout in
vertices of the border (e.g.`High import in

Z

Z ')

in Figure 4,

belong to the target scenario; the

from Sweden' in Figure 4) belong to the

target scenario; the relations that point to a vertex on the border belong to the context
scenario (e.g. in Figure 4 the relation from `Low hydro availability in

Z ').

We are only interested in the textual diagrams that can be obtained from graphical
diagrams as described above. In the following we assume that every dependent CORAS
diagram in the textual syntax fulls this constraint. Hence, we do not consider expres→ v0
sions fullling the EBNF in which the target for example contains the relation v −
0
but not the vertex v to be syntactically correct.
The translation from the textual syntax into English via the semantic function is
almost unchanged. We need only one additional rule:

[[ C . T ]] := [[ T ]] assuming [[ C ]] to

the extent there are explicit dependencies

The sux `to the extent there are explicit dependencies' is signicant. It implies that
if there are no relations connecting

C

to

T

explicitly, we do not gain anything from

C.

For example, with respect to Figure 4, since there are relations connecting the vertex
`Low hydro availability in

Z'

to the vertex `Blackout in southern Sweden' we may use

the former to deduce the likelihood of the latter. On the other hand, since there are no
relations connecting

C

to the vertex `Reduced nuclear availability' the assumption

C

is

of no signicance for this particular vertex.

6 The syntactic denition of the CORAS language in Section 3 does not take parameterisation into
account. This is however a straightforward generalisation.
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6.4. Extending the calculus to handle dependent CORAS diagrams
In order to facilitate reasoning about dependent CORAS diagrams we extend the
CORAS calculus to reason about dependency.

We may for example use the calculus

to argue that an overall risk scenario captured by a dependent CORAS diagram

n

follows from

dependent CORAS diagrams

D 1 , . . . , Dn

D

describing mutually dependent

sub-scenarios.
In order to extend the CORAS calculus with rules addressing dependent CORAS
diagrams, we rst introduce some helpful notation. A set of connected relations

P = {v1 −
→ v2 , v2 −
→ v3 , . . . , vn−1 −
→ vn }
P is a path in a diagram D if P ⊆ D. We write v1 −
→ P and
P is a path commencing in vertex v1 and ending in vertex vn ,

is a path. We say that

P −
→ vn

to state that

respectively.
be a dependent CORAS diagram and let T, T
0
0
independent of T if for any path P ⊆ T ∪ T and vertex v
Let

D

0

⊆ D. A
∈ T ∪ T0

vertex

v ∈ T0

is

v0 −
→ P ∧P −
→ v ⇒ v 0 6∈ T
Hence,

v

a vertex

is independent of

v0

in

T

if there are no paths to

C

if each vertex in

T

is independent of

The following rule states that if we have deduced

C,

in the diagram commencing from

T0

of the context scenario
of

v

0
is independent of the sub-diagram T if each vertex in T is inde0
in which case we write T ‡ T . Hence, the target scenario T is independent

The sub-diagram
pendent of

T

T.

then we may deduce

T

C.
C , and T

assuming

is independent

T.

Rule 5 (Independence).

C ‡T

C.T
.T

From the second premise it follows that there is no path from
the rst premise states
may deduce

T

assuming

C

C

to a vertex in

T.

Since

to the extent there are explicit dependencies, we

T.

The following rule allows us to remove a part of the context that is not connected to
the rest.

Rule 6 (Context simplication).
C ∪ C0 . T C ‡ C0 ∪ T
C0 . T
The second premise implies that there are no paths from

C

to the rest of the diagram.

Hence, the validity of the rst premise does not depend upon

C

in which case the con-

clusion is also valid.
The following rule allows us to remove part of the target scenario as long as it is not
situated in-between the context and the part of the target we want to keep.
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Rule 7 (Target simplication).
C . T ∪ T0 T0 ‡ T
C.T
The second premise implies that there is no path from

C

to

T

via

T 0.

Hence, the validity

of the rst premise implies the validity of the conclusion.
To make use of these rules, when scenarios are composed, we also need modus ponens
for the

.-operator.

Rule 8 (Modus ponens).
Hence, if
also show

C . T .C
.T

T holds assuming C to the
C , then it follows that T .

extent there are explicit dependencies, and we can

6.5. Reasoning about mutually dependent systems
To illustrate how the CORAS calculus can be used to reason about risks in mutually
dependent systems we consider once more the power sector.

This time we widen the

scope to include the power sector in southern Norway in addition to that of southern
Sweden. Figure 5 presents a dependent CORAS diagram for the power sector in southern
Norway. As in the example with southern Sweden we parameterise on likelihoods and
oending power sector.

Blackout in southern Norway

Power
market

High export
Transmission
1.0
from area
line outage
[1:1years] High load on Protection [1:1year]
transmission failure
corridor

0.1

Grid overload in
southern Norway
causes multiple
outages in export area
[1:10years]

0.5

Minor export
area blackout in
southernNorway
[1:20years]
moderate

Power
production in
Norway

critical

Lack of
rain in
Norway

Low hydro
availability in
Norway
[1:5years]

1.0

Grid overload in
High import in
southern Norway causes
southern Norway
0.5
multiple outages
from Y
High load on
Failed area
[1+X:10years]
[1:5years]
transmission
protection
corridor

Blackout in Y
[X:10years]

Total area
blackout in
southern Norway
[1+X:20years]

0.4

Figure 5: Dependent CORAS diagram for the power sector in southern Norway
Using the CORAS calculus on the dependent CORAS diagrams for the two target
scenarios, we may deduce the diagram for the combined target scenario `Blackout in
southern Sweden and Norway', presented in Figure 6. The main clue is of course that
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Blackout in southern Sweden and Norway

High export
Transmission
1.0
from area
line outage
[1:1years] High load on Protection [1:1year]
transmission failure
corridor

Power
market

0.1

Grid overload in
southern Norway
causes multiple
outages in export area
[1:10years]

0.5

Minor export
area blackout in
southernNorway
[1:20years]
moderate

Power
production in
Norway

critical

Low hydro
availability in
Norway
[1:5years]

Lack of
rain in
Norway

1.0

Grid overload in
High import in
southern Norway causes
southern Norway
0.5
multiple outages
from Sweden
High
load
on
[1.6:10years]
Failed area
[1:5years]
transmission
protection
corridor
0.4

Total area
blackout in
southern Norway
[1.6:20years]
0.6

0.1

Outage of two or more
transmission lines in the
Failed load
Interface north/south corridor
shedding
bottleneck

[1: 1year]
Operator
mistake

Grid overload in
Blackout in
Sweden causes
southern Sweden
multiple outages
[6:100years]
Failed
area
[6:50years]
protection
critical
0.1

[1:20years]

moderate

Reduced nuclear
availability

Sabotage at
nuclear plant

1.0
0.2

Lack of rain
in Sweden

Low hydro
availability in Sweden
[1:5years]

1.0

Capacity
shortage
[1:4years]

0.4

Unstable
network
[1:10years]

Figure 6: The threats for the composite system
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Power
production
in Sweden

Minor area
blackout
[5:40years]

the paths of dependencies between the two diagrams are well-founded: when we follow a
path backwards we will cross between the two diagrams only a nite number of times.
More rigorously, assume the validity of

C1 . T1 ,

C2 . T2

obtained from the diagrams in Figures 4 and 5, respectively, via the substitutions

{X 7→ 1, Y 7→ 1, Z 7→ Norway},

{X 7→ 1.6, Y 7→ Sweden}

We want to deduce

.T1 ∪ T2
which corresponds to the diagram in Figure 6. We may understand the union operator
on scenarios as a logical conjunction. Hence, from

.S1

.S2

and

we may deduce

.S1 ∪ S2 ,

and the other way around.

0
where C1 is the part con00
nected to `Grid overload in Sweden causes multiple outages' and C1 is the part connected
0
to `Minor area blackout'. We may use Rule 7 and 5 to deduce .C1 from C2 . T2 since
0
0
00
C1 ⊂ T2 and C1 does not depend on C2 . We may deduce .C1 from C2 . T2 accordingly,
The context

C1

is naturally decomposed into

in which case we have deduced

.C1 .

C10

C100

and

But then we have

.T1

by Rule 8. It follows from

.T1

that `Blackout in southern Sweden' occurs with likelihood `6:100 years'. This corresponds
to `1.6:20 years', which means that we may deduce

.C2

from

.T1 .

But then we have

.T2

by Rule 8 in which case we have deduced the validity of the diagram in Figure 6.
Note that we may also deduce useful things about diagrams with cyclic dependencies.
For example, if we add a dependency from `Minor area blackout' to `Minor export area
blackout in southern Norway' in the context of the diagram in Figure 5, we may still use
the CORAS calculus to deduce useful information about the part of Figure 6 that does
not depend on the cycle (i.e., cannot be reached from the two vertices connected by the
cycle).

0
in the augmented diagram, where C2 is
00
the part connected to `Minor export area blackout in southern Norway' and C2 is the
part connected to `Grid overload in Norway causes multiple outages'. By applying rules 5
Let

C20

and

C200

be the decomposition of

C2 ,

to 8 we may deduce

.T1 \ C20 ∪ T2 \ C100
C10 is not aected by the new
0
00
apply Rule 7, 6 and 8 to deduce .T1 \ C2 and subsequently .C2
00
00
.C2 and C2 . T2 we deduce .T2 \ C1 , accordingly.
First we deduce

.C10

as before since

dependency. We then
0
from .T1 \ C2 . From

7. Making composite diagrams compact
When we combine two or more dependent CORAS diagrams the result is a diagram
consisting of all the elements from the original diagrams. In order to present the combined
threat scenarios in a comprehensible manner, an analyst must be able to reduce the level
of detail without compromising the obtained result.
eliminating vertices as well as drawing new relations.

This may involve combining or
The following deduction rules

impose formal constraints on this process; in particular, they describe how likelihoods
may be recalculated in order to be consistent with the original diagram.
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While we in some cases are able to use Rules 1-4 to calculate the likelihood of a
vertex or a relation, most cases are more complex. We start with a rule for decomposing
relations.

Rule 9 (Relation decomposition). If the vertices v1 and v2 are related by initiate or
leads-to, we have:

l

→ v2
v1 −
1

l

→ (v2 ∩ v1 )
v1 −

(v2 ∩ v1 ) −
→ v2

v1 to v2 is l, then the
v2 ∩ v 1 may be seen
v2 ∩ v 1 to v2 is obviously 1.

If the likelihood of getting from
to

v2

via

v1

is also l . Moreover, since

likelihood of getting from

likelihood of getting from
as a decomposition of

v2

v1

the

Rule 10 formalises the transitivity of relations implied by the semantics.

Rule 10 (Transitivity). Given relations from v1 to v2 and from v2 to v3 , both of which
are assigned likelihoods; we then have:

l

l

2
→
v3
v2 −

1
→
v2
v1 −

l ·l

1 2
−→ (v3 ∩ v2 )
v1 −−

Note that replacing the conclusion with
also be relations from

v1

to

v3

l ·l

1 2
−→ v3
v1 −−

would not be sound since there may

that do not involve

v2 .

Note also that the validity of

Rule 10 builds on the understanding that if there is a direct relation from

v1

to

v2 ,

then

the likelihood of this relation contains the likelihoods of all indirect routes from v1 to v2 .
l2
l1
l
→ v2 and v1 −
→ v2 then l1 · l2 is already included in the probability
→ v∧v −
Hence, if v1 −

l

of the direct relation.
Having combined two vertices using Rules 3 or 4, we want to deduce the likelihoods

of the relations terminating or originating in the composite vertex from the likelihoods
of the relations connected to the original vertices. We distinguish between the mutually
exclusive and the statistically independent cases. The following two rules address the
case where two relations from the same vertex terminate in each of the two vertices that
are composed.

Rule 11 (Composing relations to mutually exclusive vertices). If the vertices v1
and v2 are mutually exclusive, we have:

l

l

2
→
v2
v−

1
→
v1
v−

l +l

1
2
−→
(v1 ∪ v2 )
v −−

Rule 12 (Composing relations to statistically independent vertices). If the ver-

tices v1 and v2 are statistically independent, we have:
l

l

2
→
v2
v−

1
→
v1
v−

l +l −l ·l

1
2
2
−−
−−1−→
(v1 ∪ v2 )
v −−

The case where two relations to the same vertex originate in each of the two vertices
that are composed is covered by the next two rules.
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Rule 13 (Composing relations from mutually exclusive vertices). If the vertices
v1 and v2 are mutually exclusive, we have:
v1 (f1 )

v2 (f2 )

l

1
→
v
v1 −

l

2
→
v
v2 −

f1 ·l1 +f2 ·l2
f +f

1
2
(v1 ∪ v2 ) −−−−
−−
−→ v

Rule 14 (Composing relations from statistically independent vertices). If the

vertices v1 and v2 are statistically independent, we have:
v1 (f1 )

v2 (f2 )

l

1
→
v
v1 −

l

2
→
v
v2 −

f1 ·l1 +f2 ·l2 −f1 ·l1 ·f2 ·l2
f +f −f ·f

1 2
−−−−→ v
(v1 ∪ v2 ) −−−−−1−−2−−−

Finally, we have to handle how vertex composition aects the impact relation. We
have two cases:

either two assets, or two unwanted incidents or threat scenarios are

composed.

Rule 15 (Composing impact relations to composite asset). If v impacts both a1

and a2 , ⊕ is the operator for consequence summation, and a1 ∪ a2 is the composition of
a1 and a2 , we have:
c

c

2
a2
v −→

1
a1
v −→

c ⊕c

2
(a1 ∪ a2 )
v −−1−−→

Rule 16 (Composing impact relations from composite vertex). If both

v1 and
v2 impact the asset a, and ⊕ is the operator for consequence summation, we have:
c

c

2
a
v2 −→

1
a
v1 −→

c ⊕c

2
a
(v1 ∪ v2 ) −−1−−→

7.1. Compacting the example diagram
The threat diagram in Figure 7 has resulted from compacting the diagram in Figure 6.
The threat scenario `High export leads to grid overload in Norway' in the uppermost
branch is the composition of the threat scenarios `High export from area', `Transmission
line outage' and `Grid overload in southern Norway causes multiple outages'. By applying
Rule 2 two times we calculate the frequency value of the composite vertex to be once
every ten years. The unwanted incident `Total area blackout in southern Norway' in the
second branch is unchanged but is no longer related to the threat scenario `Grid overload
in southern Norway causes multiple outages' which has been removed. The unwanted
incident `Total area blackout via blackout in southern Sweden' is the composition of the
unwanted incidents `Blackout in southern Sweden' and `Total area blackout in southern
Norway'. The likelihood follows again by repeated use of Rule 2.
Since this incident aects both the original assets `Power production in Norway' and
`Power production in Sweden' we have chosen to combine these two assets into `Power
production in Norway and Sweden' using Rules 15 and 16.
The scale of qualitative consequence values: minor, moderate, major, critical and
catastrophic, is mapped to numbers 1 to 5.
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We let the function for calculating new

Blackout in southern Sweden and Norway

High export leads to
grid overload in Norway
[1:10years]

Power
market

Minor export
area blackout in
southernNorway
[1:20years]

0.5

minor

critical

Lack of rain
in Norway

High load and low
generation in southern
Norway
[1:5years]

Total area
blackout in
High load on southern Norway
transmission [1.6:20years]
corridor

Power
production in
Norway

Power production in
Norway and
Sweden

catastrophic
0.1

[1: 1year]
Operator
mistake

Outage of two or more
transmission lines in the
Interface north/south corridor
bottleneck

Sabotage at
nuclear plant

Failed load
shedding

Grid overload in
Sweden causes
multiple outages
Failed area
[6:50years]
protection

Total area blackout
via blackout in
southern Sweden
[1.2:100years]

0.1

High load in combination
with extreme demand in
southern Sweden
[1:10years]

Minor area
blackout
[5:40 years]

0.2

moderate

Lack of rain
in Sweden

Figure 7: The threats for the compacted system
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consequence values on relations to composite assets be:

c1 ⊕ c2 = min(max(c1 , c2 ) + 1, 5).
min(max(4, 4)+1, 5) = 5 which

Hence, the consequence value on the combined relation is
is mapped to catastrophic.

The threat scenario `High load in combination with extreme demand in southern
Sweden' is the result of rst doing composition on the two threat scenarios `Reduced
nuclear availability' and `Low hydro availability in Sweden' and then compose this vertex
with the threat scenarios `Capacity shortage' and `Unstable network'.
Note that compacting a diagram with a nonempty context requires more care since
we have to make sure that the context dependencies are not removed. However, although
the rules are slightly more complex, the basic principles remain the same.

8. Related work
The CORAS language [7] originates from a UML [29] prole [24, 30] developed as
a part of the EU funded research project CORAS (IST-2000-25031) [1]. The CORAS
language has later been customised and rened in several respects, based on experiences
from industrial case studies, and by empirical investigations [14, 15, 16].
The idea of applying specialised use cases for the purpose of threat identication was
rst proposed by McDermott and Fox [26, 25]. Sindre and Opdahl [35, 36] later explained
how to extend use cases with misuse cases as a means to elicit security requirements. The
CORAS language is inspired by misuse cases but is much richer and is tailored to support
the risk analysis process, while misuse cases is used for requirements capture. There are
a number of security oriented extensions of UML, e.g.

UMLSec [21] and SecureUML

[23]. These and related approaches have however all been designed to capture security
properties and security aspects at a more detailed level than our language. Moreover,
their focus is not on risk identication using structured brainstorming as in the case of
CORAS.
There are several notations for modelling and analysing threats that are related to
CORAS diagrams. One example is the fault tree notation used in Fault Tree Analysis
(FTA) [17]. The top vertex in a fault tree may be thought of as an unwanted incident in
the meaning of CORAS. The vertices further down the tree may be seen as threat scenarios or threats of which the relationships are captured by logical combinators. Hence,
it may be argued that fault trees resembles CORAS diagrams. However, fault trees focus more on the logical decomposition of an incident into its constituents, and less on
the causal relationship between events which is the emphasis in CORAS. Furthermore,
CORAS diagrams may have more than one top vertex and can be used to model assets
and consequences. Moreover, in CORAS likelihoods may be assigned to both vertices
and relations, whereas in fault trees only the vertices have likelihoods. The likelihood of
a vertex in a CORAS diagram can be calculated from the likelihoods of its parent vertices
and connecting relations. The possibility to assign likelihoods to both vertices and relations have methodological benets during brainstorming sessions because it may be used
to uncover inconsistencies. Uncovering inconsistencies helps to clarify misunderstandings
and pinpoint aspects of the diagrams that must be considered more carefully.
The structuring of events in a CORAS diagram also have similarities to Bayesian
networks, but the probability model of Bayesian diagrams is more complex than the
model used for computing probabilities in CORAS. A Bayesian network is used to specify
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a joint probability distribution for a set of variables [5]. It is a directed acyclic graph
consisting of vertices that represent random variables and directed edges that specify
dependence assumptions that must hold between the variables.
Event trees [18] are also related to the CORAS notation. Event Tree Analysis (ETA)
focuses on illustrating the (forward) consequences of an event and the probabilities of
these. CORAS diagrams on the other hand are typically developed backwards; from the
assets towards the threats. Event trees are developed through success/failure gates for
each defence mechanism that is activated.
Attack trees [34] are basically fault trees with a security-oriented terminology. Attack
trees aim to provide a formal and methodical way of describing the security of a system
based on the attacks it may be exposed to. The notation uses a tree structure similar to
fault trees, with the attack goal as the top vertex and dierent ways of achieving the goal
as leaf vertices. CORAS diagrams dier from attack trees in the same way as CORAS
diagrams dier from fault trees.
Several approaches to component-based hazard analysis describe system failure propagation by matching ingoing and outgoing failures of individual components. Giese et
al. [13, 12] have dened a method for compositional hazard analysis of restricted UML
component diagrams and deployment diagrams. They employ fault tree analysis to describe hazards and the combination of component failures that can cause them.

For

each component they describe a set of incoming failures, outgoing failures, local failures
(events) and the dependencies between incoming and outgoing failures.

Failure infor-

mation of components can be composed by combining their failure dependencies. The
approach of Giese et al. is similar to ours in the sense that it is partly model-based,
as they do hazard analysis on UML diagrams. Their approach also has an assumptionguarantee avour, as incoming failures can be seen as a form of assumptions.

There

are, however, also some important dierences. The approach of Giese et al. is limited to
hazard analysis targeting hazards caused by software or hardware failures. The CORAS
method has a broader scope. It can be used both for security risk analysis and safety
analysis. The CORAS threat diagrams documents not only system failures, but also the
threats that may cause them, such as for example human errors, and the consequences
the may lead to. Furthermore, the hazard analysis of Giese et al. is linked directly to the
system components. CORAS diagrams are not linked directly to system components, as
the target of an analysis may be restricted to an aspect or particular feature of a system.
The modularity of dependent CORAS diagrams is achieved by the assumption-guarantee
structure of the diagrams, not by the underlying component structure and composition
is performed on risk analysis results, not components.

CORAS does not require any

specic type of system specication diagram as input for the risk analysis, the way the
approach of Giese et al. does.
Papadoupoulos et al. [31] apply a version of Failure Modes and Eects Analysis
(FMEA) [3] that focuses on component interfaces, to describe the causes of output failures as logical combinations of internal component malfunctions or deviations of the
component inputs. They describe propagation of faults in a system by synthesising fault
trees from the individual component results.
Kaiser et al. [22] propose a method for compositional fault tree analysis. Component
failures are described by specialised component fault trees that can be combined into
system fault trees via input and output ports.
Fenton et al. [10, 9] addresses the problem of predicting risks related to introducing
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a new component into a system, by applying Bayesian networks to analyse failure probabilities of components. They combine quantitative and qualitative evidence concerning
the reliability of a component and use Bayesian networks to calculate the overall failure probability. As opposed to our approach, theirs is not compositional. They apply
Bayesian networks to predict the number of failures caused by a component, but do not
attempt to combine such predictions for several components.

9. Conclusion
We have presented a modular approach to the modelling and analysis of risk scenarios
with mutual dependencies.

The approach makes use of a graphical language for risk

modelling with external dependencies. The graphical language is an extension of CORAS
threat diagrams. The extended language, referred to as the Dependent CORAS langauge,
has a well-dened syntax and a structured semantics.
A dependent CORAS diagram is divided into a context scenario and a target scenario.
The context scenario makes assumptions about the external threats and incidents that
are of relevance for the target scenario and the target scenario describes risk scenarios
for the target under these assumptions.

By making assumptions about the external

behaviour explicit, we manage to decompose analyses of complex systems with mutual
dependencies.
We have also introduced a set of rules for reasoning about dependent threat diagrams.
The deduction rules can be applied to dependent diagrams, represented by their textual
syntax, to resolve dependencies among them. Once dependencies are resolved, diagrams
documenting component risks can be combined into composite diagrams documenting
system level risks.
Finally, we have exemplied the modular approach to analyse risks in mutually dependent systems, by applying it to an example involving the power sectors in southern
Sweden and Norway.

We show that in this example we can resolve dependencies.

In

general, our approach is able to handle arbitrary long chains of dependencies, as long as
they are well-founded.
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